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Pioneer Engineers
https://www.indiamart.com/pioneerengineers-ambala/

Manufacturer of jigs, fixture, welding fixtures, CNC fixture, VMC
fixture, dies, relation gauges, final assembly fixtures etc.

About Us
Although India is marching towards self reliance in electric generation and distribution still there is a
wide gap between transmission of quality power mainly due to lack of High Tension transmission lines
and distribution through Low Tension power cables. Realizing the demand PEPIPL ventured into
erection, and installation of HT lines and commissioning through LT lines. With a small beginning in
the field of High Tension and Low Tension cable erection, installation and commission in 1990,
PEPIPL ventured into interior electrical works and has also been proved highly successful in this field
as well. In the journey of more than two decades, PEPIPL carried out the some of the most
prestigious projects in a wide range of market segments. PEPIPL has experience in handling projects
involving high cost and risk. PEPIPL has had the privilege of working with some of the Indian majors
like GVK Biosciences, Granules India, Hetero Labs, etc., and multinational enterprises such as
DuPont, Mylan Labs and many others. With abundant experience gained in every job, PEPIPL is the
preferred choice for some of the most challenging and short tenured projects. Due to the vast
experience, PEPIPL is now prepared to execute turnkey based projects for complex projects including
design, civil, mechanical, HVAC, interiors, electrical works and take up PMC for such projects in the
related areas and also keen to provide end to end solutions. Timely completion; Quality of
workmanship and Safety are...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/pioneerengineers-ambala/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER PRODUCTS

Reception Interior

Home Interiors

Office Cabin Interior

Office Interiors

Factsheet
Year of Establishment

: 2005

Nature of Business

: Manufacturer

Total Number of Employees

: Upto 10 People
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